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Abstract :- In recent times Cloud Computing is one of the emerged technology which is becoming renowned 

among almost all enterprises. It comprises the concept of on demand services. Cloud Computing becomes the 

future generation architecture of IT Enterprise. Unlike traditional solutions, Cloud computing transfers the 

databases and application software to the big data centres, where the services and management of the data may 

not be completely trustworthy. This exceptional feature, however, increases many new security challenges 

which have not been there earlier. When we talking about cloud computing, both software and data are not 

enclosed on the consumer's computer; Data Security concerns arising since both user data and program are 

located in cloud. So, Security concerns in clouds have attracted many researchers in different combination to 

provide security to the data in cloud. Clouds typically have single security architecture but have many customers 

with different demands. Every single cloud service provider attempts to resolve this problem by encrypting the 

data by using different encryption algorithms.. 
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I.INTRODUCTION  

Eric Schmidt, CEO of Google, was the first to use the word “cloud” in 2006, to describe the business 

model of providing services across the internet. To state various ideas the term cloud was used as marketing 

term [1]. Clouds are classification as public, private and hybrid. Three types of services are offered by cloud 

providers are Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 

[2].  

Cloud computing is a shared network access, which refers the delivery of computing resources over the 

real time communications network. Cloud computing provides broad network access, storage space, 

computation resources, user and corporate applications. It is on demand services. Cloud computing has amazing 

features like pay as per use, broad network access, shared pool computation resources, measured services, on 

demand services, rapid elasticity. Cloud computing services models are of three types; Infrastructure as a 

Services, Platform as a Services and Software as a Services. Infrastructure as services provides required 

infrastructure such as network and hardware. Users are developed and installed their own operating system 

application and software. Software as services provides main application to user. Platform as Services provides 

significant platform like data base, running execution etc. [3].  

Cloud computing involves communication over a loose Coupling mechanism which involves multiple 

cloud components. Certain security issues faced by cloud computing include sensitive data access, data 

segregation, privacy, authentication, bug exploitation, recovery, accountability, account control [4][5]. 

 

II. WHAT IS CLOUD COMPUTING? 

    It is one of the approaching IT industry murmured words- the users move their applications and data 

to the remote cloud so that they can have a simple and pervasive way of accessing. Clouds are categorized in 

two ways: 

a) On the basis of location of cloud computing. 

b) On the basis of type of services offered. 

III.ON THE BASIS OF LOCATION OF THE CLOUD 
 These are further categorized as: 

a) Private Cloud: These are allocated to a particular organization and are not divided among any 

specific firm. Private clouds have higher cost and security in comparison to public clouds. Private clouds are 

further divided into private clouds and externally hosted private clouds. 
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b) Public Cloud: In public cloud, at the vendor’s premises the computing infrastructure is hosted by the 

traders of the cloud. The user has no clarity and control hosted by the computing framework. The computing 

foundation is shared between with some companies.  

c) Hybrid Cloud: This type of clouds are cost-effective and accessible. When we combine the use of 

public and private clouds together it is called as hybrid cloud. This aims in minimizing change[10]. 

 

 
 

Fig 1. The architecture of deployment location for different cloud types 

IV.   ON THE BASIC OF CLOUD COMPUTING 
       These are categorized in the following ways: 

             a) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Using the principles of cloud computing, services 
related to hardware are offered. These include storage services or virtual servers. 

         b) Platform as a Service (PaaS): Development platform on the cloud is offered by them. 
Distinct vendors provide platform that are not consistent. 
         c) Software as a Service (SaaS): Complete software services are offered on the cloud. 
Software application can be accessed by the users hosted by the cloud vendor on the basis of 
paying as per use. 
 
 

                        
 

                                                Fig 2. The architecture of the service models 
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V.GENERAL ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

1) Security 
The vendor for Cloud must make sure that the customer does not face any problem such as data loss or data 

theft. There may also be a probability where a mischievous user can breach the cloud by imitating a genuine 

user, there by infecting the whole cloud thus affecting countless clients who are sharing the infected cloud. 

There are several issues within security in cloud computing. The recent happening in the IT world includes 

lot of attacks on the data that are stored in the cloud that had directly affected security of the cloud. Cloud 

computing though provides greater benefits to the user, it gets affected when comes to the security problem. 

As whole user data is stored in the cloud, the security is the definitely without doubt is one of the main 

issues in cloud. 

 

2) Bandwidth 

Security concerns have much of the cloud discussion and caused many enterprises to be thoughtful about 

getting started in the cloud. But while the focus has been on cloud security, another potential bottlenecks are 

on the way like bandwidth requirement. Since bandwidth is hardly any problem for companies exploring the 

cloud in a small way. But as they start increasing their cloud track and running production concerned with 

applications, data drive takes on entirely different scale. The data turned to be big one for the enterprise so 

that they directly depend on the bandwidth problem. 

 
3) Energy Consumption  

Cloud computing is quickly growing in significance as increasing numbers of enterprises and individuals are 

shifting their workloads to cloud service providers. Services offered by cloud providers such as Amazon, 

Microsoft, IBM, and Google are employed on thousands of servers spread across multiple geographically 

distributed data centers. The costs of electricity involved in operating such large cloud infrastructure of 

multiple data centers can be enormous. In fact, cloud service providers often compensate for the highest 

power they draw, and the energy they consume. In addition to this, high power consumption by the 

infrastructure leads to extensive carbon dioxide (C02) emissions paying to the greenhouse effect. Finally, the 

data centers may be located in areas with widely different outside temperatures, which have an impact on the 

amount of cooling energy used. Anyhow the cloud computing affects the environment. 

 

4)    Disaster recovery and business continuity 

Disaster recovery is one of the main issue in cloud computing. If a client stores his data over the cloud 

provided by the cloud service provider, suppose the cloud service provider suffered by the sudden business 

loss and the cloud service provider is in a position that made to the shutdown of 

the data server or bankrupted by the agency. Then the client data are in an uncertain state. It can't be 

recovered by the client and the cloud service provider is also unable to answer for the client on this issues, 

this is the disaster recovery and the business continuity problem in the cloud computing. 

 

5) Availability 

The availability concerns in cloud computing is similar to the 

disaster recovery and the business continuity in cloud computing. The data server present in the cloud 

service provider must provide uninterrupted service to the client side in order to avoid down time in the 

client side. In the cloud downtime or data loss can quickly cripple workflow and impose substantial costs 

from time and money spent on repairs and lapses in productivity, to the inability to meet service levels. 

 

VI.SECURITY SPECIFIC ISSUES IN CLOUD 

                Cloud really suffers a lot in terms of security The vendor of Cloud must make complete assurance 

that the client does not experience any difficulty such as loss of data or theft. There is also a probability 

where a malicious user can penetrate the cloud by impersonating a legitimate user, there by infecting 

the entire cloud thus affecting many clienteles who are sharing and using the infected cloud. Some of the 

problem which is faced by the Cloud computing are as stated below. 
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1) Data Integrity 

Anyone from any location can access those data from the cloud, when the data is available on a cloud. 

Cloud does not make any differences between a sensitive data from a common data. Thus there is a lack of 

data integrity in cloud computing. 

 

2) Data Theft 

Most of the cloud vendors tries to lease a server from other service providers instead of acquiring a server 

because they are cost affective and flexible for operation. The client doesn't know about those things, there 

is a high possibility that data can be stolen from the external server by a malicious user. 

 

 

3) Privacy issues 

The vendor must make arrangements that the customer information or data is well secured from other 

operators. As most of the servers are external, the vendor should make vigilance who is accessing the data 

and who is maintaining the server thus empowering the vendor to protect the customer's information. 

Hacker should not harm the client’s data. 

4) Infected Application 

Vendor should have the whole authority to the server for monitoring and maintenance, thus preventing any 

malicious user from uploading any infected application onto the Cloud and should not affect any user's data 

on the internet thereby. 

 

5) Data loss 

Data loss is one of the serious problem in cloud computing. If the vendor shut downs due to financial or 

legal glitches there will be a loss of data for the clients. The clients won't be able to access those data 

because data is no more available for the client as the vendor is closed. 

 

6) Data Location 

Nothing is transparent when it comes to location of the data, even the client don't know where his own data 

is located. The Vendor does not disclose where all the data is stored.  

 

7) Security on Vendor level 

Vendor must make sure that the server is well secured from all the external threats it may come across. A 

Cloud is virtuous only when there is a good security provided by the vendor to the clients. 

 

8) Security on user level 

Even though the vendor has provided a good security layer for the client, the customer should make sure 

that because of its own action, there shouldn't be any loss of data or damage of data for other users who are 

using the same Cloud. 

 

9) Data Confidentiality 

Data confidentiality is important for users to store their private or confidential data in the cloud. 

Authentication and access control approaches are used to safeguard data confidentiality. The data 

confidentiality, authentication, and access control concerns in cloud computing could be addressed by 

increasing the cloud reliability and trustworthiness by the cloud service provider [10]. 

 

VII.NEED FOR SECURITY ENHANCEMENT IN CLOUD 

                  Though cloud computing is one of the best technology, to make it acceptable in large scale Security 

must never be negotiated. The security issues are the most significant concerns in cloud computing. A Secure 

cloud is always a reliable source of information, thus protecting the cloud is a very significant task for security 

professionals who are in custody of the cloud. Some of the ways by which a cloud can be protected are 

Protection of data, making sure data is available for the clients, delivering high performance for the clients. And 

also to make sure the application used by the client is safe to use, Vendors must provide a support system for the 

client. Client should be able to recover any loss of data in the cloud. Most important of them all is that, there 

should be a good degree of encryption provided by the vendor to the client that only the client should be able to 
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access the data and not the malicious consumer. Both the Vendor and the client should make sure that the cloud 

is safe from all the external threats, thus there will be a mutual understanding between the customer and the 

vendor when it comes to the security on cloud. 
 

VIII .CONCLUSION  

 Cloud Computing unquestionably provides millions of  services and has innumerable advantages  

but still there are many glitches that still exits and need to be resolved in order to increase the 

market of such a world class technology [19].The concern in the cloud computing is security around   

data, access and privacy protection. Cloud computing must be safe, robust and should diminish the  

risks. 
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